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ABSTRACT
Detecting and studying communities that are formed in social net-

works because of the interactions among their users is a very im-

portant problem with numerous applications. Such communities,

similar to the real world, are dynamic and change along with the

evolving social network. The goal of this paper is to propose a

complete framework for addressing the problem of predicting the

changes and the behavior in general of communities in evolving

social networks. The framework consists of different phases that

encompass all the steps required for community detection, analysis

and behavior prediction. Our approach is based on modeling com-

munity evolution by multi-dimensional time series that describe

the changes of each community’s properties, both structural and

content-based properties, through time. The prediction framework

is based on rule discovery upon the multi-dimensional time se-

ries, so that based on patterns that appear in the evolution of a

community’s property so far, future behavior can be predicted. In

the context of the proposed framework, rule discovery is extended

beyond a single time series to multi-dimensional time series. Fi-

nally, exploiting the similarity between the behavior of a network’s

communities, their multi-dimensional time series will be used for

community clustering. Thus, rule discovery can also incorporate

global rules that appear in clusters of communities as well as on

the network level, so as to discover global behavior patterns that

characterize all the communities of a network.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→ Social networks; •Mathematics of
computing→ Cluster analysis; Time series analysis; •Computing
methodologies→ Rule learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Thewide use of social networks by numerous users produces a large

volume of data and makes the task of their analysis both necessary

and challenging. As a social network, we consider any network in

which the nodes correspond to the entities that participate in the

network, usually social media users, and the edges correspond to

some type of relationship or interaction between them.

One of the problems in the context of social analysis that attracts

considerable attention is community detection and analysis, that

is the study of dense subgroups of nodes that are formed by users

that share common interests and/or common characteristics. This

problem finds many interesting applications in targeted advertising,

recommender systems, etc. Even though many studies have focused

on the problem of community detection, their majority ignores one

of the most important properties of social networks, that is, their

dynamic nature. Social networks change and evolve over time, thus,

methods for analyzing static networks are not appropriate to under-

stand their behavior. Communities in social networks also evolve

along with the entire social network. Through time, communities

change their size, split, merge, new communities appear and others

disappear.

Clustering, that is based mostly on the structural properties of a

network, such as density and centrality, comprises the main tech-

nique for community detection. By observing the clusters that are

formed in different time points in a social network, one can study

community evolution, evaluate community properties with respect

to time, and also discern interesting properties that characterize the

lifetime of a specific community. However, both social networks

and communities that are formed within them are not only char-

acterized by their structural properties but also by their content

as expressed through the interests of the participating users or the

user profiles and the content of their interactions.

https://doi.org/10.1145/1122445.1122456
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By studying the behavior of communities through time, the goal

is to provide predictions for their future behavior. Such predictions

should concern both structural and content-based properties, so as

to provide added value to applications that exploit communities to

design successful marketing or target advertising strategies.

To this end, we propose a unified framework based on rule discov-

ery for predicting the evolution of community properties behavior

through time. The proposed framework is based on (i) modeling

community properties (both structural and content-based) as time

series, so as that the behavior of each community is described

through a set of time series, and (ii) applying rule discovery algo-

rithms on these time series to provide appropriate predictions. The

discovered rules will follow the form: “if for a specific time interval

a property presents a given behavior (left side of the rule), then

after some time interval it will exhibit another specific behavior

(right side of the rule)”. The usefulness of such powerful rules is

evident: they provide the potential for predicting the evolution of a

community when specific patterns appear in the evolution of some

property (appearance of left side of the rule).

Since each community is described through a set of time series,

each of which models a different property, the derived rules should

not be limited to one time series. Instead, rules onmulti-dimensional

time series, which given a subset of a community’s properties will

predict the evolution of one or more of their properties, can also

be derived. The rule discovery framework aims to extend these

rules beyond a single community to global rules by considering all

communities of a social network, but also to clusters of communities

based on the similarity of their behavior that can be derived by the

similarity of the time series that model their properties.

In particular, the goals of the proposed framework are:

• Determining a set of structural and content-based properties

for constructing time series that describe the evolution of a

community.

• Discovering rules based on a single community property.

For instance, given the time series that corresponds to the

evolution of the size of a community for k time points, to

predict its behavior, i.e., its value, for a next time interval,

that is whether the size will increase, decrease, etc.

• Discovering rules based on a subset of community proper-

ties. By considering a given subset of properties as a multi-

dimensional time series, the rule will predict the future be-

havior of one or more of those properties.

• Clustering communities based on the shape of the time series

of their properties. That is, two communities belong to the

same cluster if the time series that describe the evolution of

one or more of their properties are similar.

• Discovering global rules both based on a single or a subset

of community properties.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents

background knowledge regarding both research on community evo-

lution and also on rule discovery on time series. Section 3 describes

the proposed framework, and Section 4 discusses the framework’s

contributions and novel aspects. Finally, Section 5 concludes with

a summary and outlines our future plans for implementing the

framework.

2 BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
Our framework is based on two main lines of research: (i) commu-

nity detection and analysis in social networks and (ii) rule discovery

for time series prediction. Next, we briefly present the state-of-the-

art in both domains of research.

2.1 Community Detection and Tracking
The problem of identifying communities based on connectivity and

other structural properties of social networks has been widely stud-

ied, mainly, in static networks. [1] reviews various social network

analysis techniques and emphasizes the importance of communities

and their analysis. [10] presents an analytical categorization of com-

munity detection methods according to the clustering technique

used. A common category is algorithms that use graph partitioning

and divide nodes into clusters of predetermined size aiming to min-

imize the number of edges connecting different clusters. Another

common category comprise the divisive hierarchical algorithms that

gradually remove edges between nodes to create isolated clusters.

Two of the most important algorithms for community detection,

the Girvan and Newman algorithm [12] and the Clauset, Newman

and Moore (CNM) algorithm [7] belong to this category. The Gir-

van and Newman algorithm removes edges between nodes based

on edge betweeness centrality, while the CNM algorithm is a fast

hierarchical algorithm designed for large networks based on the

concept of network modularity.

With regard to community evolution, many studies have dealt

with recording and modeling communities over time, so as to draw

useful analytic conclusions. In [31], concepts for assessing commu-

nity evolution are introduced, such as the growth or disappearance

rate of a community. At the same time, Palla et al. [24] explore the

life expectancy of communities taking into account the weight of

intra-community and inter-community edges. In the bibliographic

review of [3], several approaches for mapping communities in suc-

cessive snapshots of the network are presented. In [26], clusters

are mapped between successive snapshots, and stable long-lived

communities are studied. An evolutionary clustering framework

was proposed in [5] and has as a basic idea that clusters should be

calculated taking into account the structure of the network at ear-

lier snapshots. Like most of the previous approaches, this is also a

costly approach. The Tiles algorithm [25] efficiently discovers com-

munities in dynamic networks by recalculating the participation of

a node in a community with every new interaction.

All of the above approaches exploit only structural properties

of networks to identify communities and analyze their evolution.

A different approach applies classification and clustering on the

content of the network. [4] deals with tag clustering and builds

networks where nodes are labels and edges correspond to their

co-occurrence frequency. Thus, clusters contain associated labels.

Similarly, in [28] and [30], semantic analysis is applied on the co-

occurence of labels in one and two real social networks respectively,

using clustering based on labels. [11] applies classification based

on the co-occurence of labels on multimedia social network data,

and proposes a model for improving analysis using semantic tools.

In one of the few approaches that exploit both social network

structure and content, Chakrabarti et al. [6] suggest a method for

better classifying hypertext content on the web. In [23], the authors
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having identified the problem that scientific papers are usually

classified on the basis of co-authorship relationships, i.e., based

on the structure of the network and not the content of the papers,

suggest a classification approach that relies both on co-authorship

and content and eventually compare the detected communities. An

important contribution to the problem of community detection

appears in [32], where both the structure and the content of a social

network is integrated into a new representationmodel. In particular,

the Node-Edge Interaction Network is proposed, which contains

multiple types of nodes and edges to represent both structure and

content information. In addition, methods that allow the efficient up-

date of the interaction network, while the original network evolves

through time are also proposed. For community detection in the

transformed interaction network random walk based algorithms

are applied. Such an approach can be exploited in our framework

to identify communities and their evolution so that their properties

are modeled as time series.

With regard to predicting the evolution of communities, research

is sparse. In [13] and [27], approaches based on structural infor-

mation attempt prediction of community evolution at later times.

However, these approaches treat the problem as a classification

problem. They define as classes, possible events such as merging,

splitting, etc. for the evolution of a community at the next snap-

shots, and by training appropriate models draw conclusions about

the future structure of the network. In [15], similar to our proposal,

time series are used to model the structural and temporal (e.g., age

of nodes) properties of communities. By studying communities in

different social network snapshots, changes are recorded as prede-

fined events, in a similar manner as approaches [13] and [27]. The

ARIMAmodel is used to predict the values of community properties,

and the results are fed into classifiers that predict the next event

in the evolution of a community. The approach of Diakidis et al.

[9] is the only one in which structure and content-based properties

are used to provide predictions, representing each community at

one snapshot as a vector of its properties’ values. This approach

also follows the same idea of classification based on predefined

events to predict the next snapshot for each community, and does

not provide predictions about the individual properties.

Unlike all approaches that use classification as the predictor, our

proposal is not limited to predefined events, but by finding rules it

will be able to provide predictions on multiple levels, both for the

overall behavior of communities, but also in more detailed degree

for the development of specific properties over time, giving the

opportunity to extract and correlations between different structural

and content properties.

2.2 Rule Discovery in Time Series
Regarding the rule and motif discovery in time series as well as the

analysis of the comparative advantages and disadvantages of the

different approaches, the literature is relatively limited.

Mannila et al. [22] and Guralnik and Srivastava [14] are perhaps

the first to approach the problem of prediction through rules. In par-

ticular, Mannila et al. [22] describe the term episode as a collection

of events that occur over time relatively close to each other and in a

certain order. Many such episodes create a rule. The work concludes

with the description of WINEPI algorithm to identify all episodes

from a given class of frequent episodes. The method is applicable on

alarm data in telecommunication networks, user interface actions,

crimes committed by a person, etc. Guralnik and Srivastava [14]

deal with dynamic systems in which behavior changes significantly

over time in terms of quality characteristics. They examine (a) apri-

ori those points of time where the behavior of the characteristic

changes and (b) decide which function best describes the change

between time points.

In other studies ([8] and [21]), emphasis is placed on the discov-

ery of local motifs in multidimensional time series as opposed to

traditional time series analysis dealing with a single rule. Thus, they

relate different patterns in the same time series or different patterns

in different time series to discover the rules. In their recent work, M.

Shokoohi-Yeta et al. [29] use the shape of a time series for predict-

ing its future state. Specifically, using real number time series, they

recognize repetitive patterns in the form of rules, with their left

and right parts being a certain distance apart. In conclusion, they

propose the MDL (Minimum Description Length) algorithm, which

evaluates “candidate rules" on the basis of optimal compression of

data. To evaluate the effectiveness of their method, they compare

their results with three other methods [29]. But, Keogh and Lin

[17] question the validity of their method and of the entirety of

approaches that use clustering in a single time series, and show

that such clustering can find rules even in random walk data.

In terms of time series clustering, since the mid-1990s, there is a

plethora of papers that study all the parameters of the problem, such

as time series representations, algorithms for time series clustering,

various metric distances, etc. Specifically, to measure the distance

between multidimensional time series a number of metrics have

been proposed [16], [19]. Liao’s literature review [20] mentions

three time series clustering approaches: raw-data-based, property-

based, and model-based.

[2] presents a detailed coverage of time series clustering. Three

types of time series clustering are mentioned: (a) whole time series

clustering, where each time series from a set of time series is as-

signed to a cluster, (b) subsequence time series clustering, where

subsequences of a time series are clustered, and (c) time point clus-

tering, where points that are close in time and value belong to the

same cluster. The second type of clustering is the subject of too

many papers due to Keogh and Lin’s claim [17] that clustering at a

time series level makes no sense. A complete analysis of the debate

on that problem is presented in [33].

3 PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The proposed framework aims at encompassing all processes re-

quired to address the problem of prediction community behavior

in evolving social networks. Namely, the framework should cover

community detection, tracking community evolution, measuring

the different structural and content-based properties through time

and finally providing predictions for future behavior in multiple

levels. As such, one can discern several phases in the proposed

network which we describe in detail below.

Phase I: Data collection and pre-processing.

The observation period of the network is split into appropriate

non-overlapping time intervals, and for each of those intervals a
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed Framework

corresponding network snapshot that reflects the state of the net-

work at the given interval is to be constructed. Also, this phase

includes any pre-processing required to extract the content-based

properties of the communities, based on the type of the content, for

instance, when plain text is used, tokenization, stemming, lemmati-

zation, etc, may be required.

Phase II: Community Detection.

For community detection the frameworkwill utilize an evolutionary

clustering algorithm that given the previous network snapshot

will detect how it evolves at the next snapshot. An appropriate

evolutionary clustering algorithm that takes into account both the

structure and the content of the network unlike most state-of-the-

art approaches will be used.

Phase III: Property Modeling.

This phase will consist of two steps, first determining appropriate

structural and content-based properties, and then modeling them

as time series by measuring or evaluating their values for different

time points. For instance, a content-based community property can

regard the popularity (number of occurrences) of the k-most pop-

ular terms that appear in the content of the community members

interactions.

Phase IV: Community Clustering.

By using the full time series of the properties of each communities,

this phase will cluster communities based on their time series simi-

larity. For evaluating the time series similarity, we will use distance

metrics such as Dynamic TimeWarping (DTW) that are appropriate
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for measuring the distance between time series of different lengths,

as we expect that all communities will not have the same lifetime.

Phase V: Community-Level Rule Discovery.

Rule discovery will be aimed at discovering repeating motifs over

either one time series modeling a single property of a community

or over a multi-dimensional time series describing a subset of a

community’s properties. In the second case, the discovered rules

are going to provide predictions either of all the properties that

are included in the multi-dimensional time series or for a subset of

these properties, in order to detect dependencies and correlations

among them.

Phase VI: Global Rule Discovery.

The final phase aims at discovering global rules both on the level

of community clusters and on network level, by considering all the

communities of a network. Similarly to Phase V, global rules will

be based both on single properties and combinations of them. Since

similarly to users, network communities also exhibit similarities in

their behavior, in this phase by exploiting the results of community

clustering from Phase IV, rules that describe groups (i.e. clusters)

of communities will be explored. Global rules on network level

will be supported by many communities of a given network and

therefore can give us information and predictions about the general

behavior of the network. By applying the same methodology on

data from different networks, the framework will be able to also

provide comparative results about their corresponding behavior.

Figure 1 illustrates the overall architecture of the proposed frame-

work and the components that are included in each of its six phases.

To evaluate our framework, we are going to exploit available

datasets extracted from social networks that describe user interac-

tions through time (such as [18]). To satisfy the requirements of

our study, big datasets are going to be used that contain temporal

information and concern a sufficiently large time period so that

useful conclusions about the network’s evolution can be derived.

Moreover, the used datasets should combine both structural and

content-based information to describe all aspects of the communi-

ties’ behavior.

4 DISCUSSION
The study of community behavior in evolving social networks is one

of the most important problems in analyzing social networks and

benefits many applications in society and economy. Through this

study, we understand the behavior of users in social networks, their

dynamics and especially their behavior in groups. Our approach,

one of the few that not only will study social network behaviors

but aims to also predict them, can provide added value and allow

the design of strategies and policies that fit better to the needs of

communities and, by extension, their users with greater benefits

for all involved. More specifically, in terms of both understanding

and predicting the dynamics of these communities, the fact that

we take into account properties of structure and content and apply

our methodology to different social networks enables us to address

questions such as:

• whether there is a correlation between the evolution of struc-

tural properties and content in the lifetime of a community,

• whether the general popularity of a term in the entire content

of a social network is related to the lifetime of a community,

• whether there are general rules describing the behavior of

all communities in a social network,

• whether there are common general rules describing commu-

nity behavior in networks.

Most approaches that address the problem of community analy-

sis on evolving social networks focus on community detection and

modeling community evolution but without providing any predic-

tions on their future behavior. On the contrary, the proposed work

aims at developing a framework for predicting the future behavior

of both structural and content-based community properties.

The prediction methodology is based on modeling the commu-

nity properties as time series and discovering rules for predicting

the future shape of the corresponding time series. The few studies

that focus on the problem of community evolution prediction model

the problem as a classification problem considering as classes poten-

tial events that occur in the evolution of a community. Therefore,

such approaches are limited to predicting only the appearance of a

predefined set of events, i.e., the predefined classes, in the lifetime

of a community. On the other hand, our proposed framework is not

limited by predefined events and is able to provide more detailed

predictions with the use of appropriate rules, not only on the be-

havior of a community as a whole, but separately for both specific

structural and content-based properties of the community as well.

Another novel characteristic of the proposed framework is that

rule discovery goes beyond considering each community property

separately. Instead, it focuses on multi-dimensional time series that

describe sets of community properties, both on a single community

level and also on all the communities of a network. Rule discovery

in multiple levels offers opportunities to study the evolution of the

communities in depth and also derive comparative conclusions be-

tween the evolution of different properties based on both structure

and content and how they influence each other but also on how

they influence and comprise a community’s behavior as a whole.

Finally, to the best of our knowledge, community clustering

based on the shape of the time series that describe their properties

evolution has not been applied in the bibliography before. Com-

bined with rule discovery for clusters of communities, the frame-

work is able to determine different community types and derive

conclusions and predictions for their future behavior.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a proposed framework that envisions ad-

dressing all phases involved in providing predictions for the future

behavior of communities in evolving social networks. The basic

idea of the framework is to model community behavior by using

time series for describing the behavior of individual community

properties through time. To better encompass all aspects of social

behavior by the communities, the framework will consider both

structural and content-based properties of the network and will

provide predictions in different levels, for a single property, for a

set of properties of a single or clusters of communities.
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We are currently developing a prototype of the proposed frame-

work. We are exploring appropriate evolutionary clustering algo-

rithms for detecting evolving communities while also experiment-

ing with rule discovery in a single time series on corresponding

social network data.
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